
 

 

 

Jefferson County Child and Youth Leadership Commission 
 

Heading Home Subcommittee Meeting 
Remington Building Large Training Room 

 

Minutes 
Thursday, March 21, 2019 

  
            
A. Call to order 

Meeting was called to order at 10:32 a.m. 
 
B. Approve Minutes 
 Minutes from January 17, 2012 were approved. 

 
C. Heading Home Coordinator Update and 2019-20 CYLC Request for Funds 

1. Amy DeKnikker shared the PPT presented to area City Managers this month regarding a regional 
approach to ending homelessness.  Full commitment was received from each municipality 
attending to make homelessness their priority.  Homeless shelter and navigators are at the top 
of the list as needed pieces.   City Managers were asked to make this a reality between 2019-20. 

2. They understand that having a Coordinator for Heading Home will not the solve the issue of 
homelessness, it is going to take a larger approach. 

3. It feels like the business community is missing from the discussions.  Rick Roberts offered to 
outreach to West Metro Chamber.  Amy DeKnikker also spoke about the Colfax Development 
group.   

4. Request for CYLC funding ($30,000) will be reviewed at their meeting on April 12.  Amy Sciangula 
will update the group after that meeting. 
 

D. Jessica Rink 
1. Not in attendance so agenda time she requested is tabled. 
 

E. Severe Weather Challenges / Updates 
1. Law enforcement struggled handling requests for vouchers during the blizzard.  Why were 

vouchers not given the day prior, knowing the blizzard was coming?   
2. There will be a planning session this summer to put together a disaster plan for such a situation 

in the future.   
3. Law enforcement cannot be the A plan during some situations.  

 
F.  Goal 2 and Principles of Heading Home 



1.  Linda Barringer provided a copy of the Principles of Heading Home (end homelessness, affordable 
housing developed, systems change, and services enhancement).  Principles feel “dull” and not 
motivating.   
Action item:  Principles will be tabled for a future agenda to allow the group time to rework the 
statements.   

4. Goal #2 (Shelter) has been an active goal of the group since inception.  By the next meeting, 
group members are asked to email Linda with answers to a) Where are we after reviewing goal 
#2; b) Where do we want to go in terms of day shelter, pets, Severe Weather Network Shelter, 
etc.; c) Next steps, such as how shelters are funded and presentations of promising models. 

5. Two new motels came on as voucher sites this year. 
6. Coordinated shelter process needed, with multiple entry points identified.  Options for 

individuals with trauma that prevent them from being housed in a large setting.   Shelter 
situations are incentivized to providing services and moving people to stable housing.   Shelter 
stays should be as short as possible.  Is it better to have one large scale shelter in a central 
location or is it beneficial to have smaller shelters in different municipalities?   

7. Aurora has a robust day shelter with services.  The group would like the Aurora group to come to 
a meeting or arrange for a site-visit that members can participate in. 

8. All group members would like to prioritize sustaining the Severe Weather Network, given the 
challenges this season. 

9. Group asked to voice their opinion on day sheltering versus night sheltering prioritization.  Group 
feels the night sheltering is higher priority.  Day sheltering is easier to attain with service 
providers during business hours (e.g. McDonalds, Wal-Mart, libraries).  Vouchers are not 
sustainable and tend to be dependent upon county dollars. 

 
G.  Goal Group Report Outs 
 Tabled 

 
H. Open Discussion 

1. Mean Street is working with a church and congregation that would like to take on a family 
shelter for winter 2019. 

2. The group would like to move to monthly meetings.  Suggestion made that every other month a 
meeting be a site visit or presentation, in place of a meeting. 
 

Adjourned at 12:00 p.m.  

The next Heading Home Subcommittee will be in April.  Date, time and location depending upon site 
visit or presentation. 

 


